Abstract-A polynomial construction of error-correcting codes for secure and reliable information transmission is presented. The constructed codes are essentially Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) quantum codes, and hence are also useful for quantum error correction. The asymptotic relative minimum distance of these codes is evaluated, and shown to be larger than that of the codes constructed by Chen, Ling and Xing (2001) for a wide range. Known lower bounds on the minimum distance of enlarged CSS quantum codes are also improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
A polynomial construction of error-correcting codes for secure and reliable information transmission is presented. The codes to be given are essentially Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes, originally proposed as quantum error-correcting codes [1] , [2] . We describe our result using the term conjugate code pairs, which is almost a synonym for CSS codes. This term and a related one 'quotient codes' [3] were coined by the present author so that the design issue of this class of codes would be more accessible to those unfamiliar with the formalism of quantum theory. These notions were defined without referring to Hilbert spaces but in terms of familiar finite fields or additive groups. In particular, we emphasize the next respect. In some applications of CSS codes such as cryptography, we need only classical information processing, not quantum one. For example, in a well-known application to quantum key distribution [4] , we need quantum devices only for modulation. For details on the backgrounds, see [5, Section 1] and references therein.
A conjugate code pair is a pair of linear codes (C 1 , C 2 ) satisfying the condition C ⊥ 2 ≤ C 1 , where C ⊥ denotes the dual of C, and by B ≤ C, we mean B is a subgroup of an additive group C. In a recent paper [5] , a method for concatenating conjugate code pairs was proposed. In that paper, the performance was analyzed of conjugate code pairs (C 1 , C 2 ) such that both C 1 and C 2 (more precisely, quotient codes C 1 /C ⊥ 2 and C 2 /C ⊥ 1 ) are efficiently decodable. While the primary performance measure of codes, i.e., the probability of successful decoding is evaluated in [5] , [6] , the minimum distance of concatenated conjugate codes will be investigated in the present work. The main result of this work (Theorem 2) parallels a known lower bound [7] to the largest minimum distance of classical constructible codes to some extent, and clarifies a relation to known lower bounds on CSS codes [8] , [9] .
The polynomial constructibility of classical codes was formulated and argued in [7] , [10] , [11] with the criterion of minimum distance employed. This problem formulation was brought into the realm of quantum coding in [12] , which was followed by several works [8] , [9] , [13] . In particular, the CSS codes in [8] are worth mentioning, since the construction of concatenated conjugate codes in [5] includes those in [8] as a special case. We will evaluate the asymptotic relative minimum distance of concatenated conjugate codes in [5] to show that the general approach of [5] leads to improvements on codes in [8] , [13] for wide ranges in terms of minimum distance.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give the definitions of quotient codes and conjugate codes. In Section III, we see how a metric can be induced on a quotient space from a metric on the original space. A basic lemma on the minimum distance of concatenated conjugate codes is presented in Section IV, and a general lower bound on the minimum distance is given in Sections V. Restricted but more concrete bounds are derived from the general one in Sections VI and VII to show improvements in Section VIII. Section IX contains a summary. Two appendices are given. One is to present a Zyablov-type bound that can be achieved by concatenated conjugate codes of simple structure, though their minimum distance is not as large as that presented in Section V. The other contains proofs of statements on enlarged CSS codes.
II. QUOTIENT CODES AND CONJUGATE CODES
We fix a finite field F q of q elements, and construct codes over F q . We retain the notation of [5] in this paper.
An [[n, k]] quotient code over F q is an additive quotient group C/B with B ≤ C ≤ F n q and k = log q |C|/|B|. This double bracket notation should not to be confused with the conventional one where the code C is referred to as an [n, k 1 ] code if k 1 = log q |C|. In the standard scenario of quotient codes [14] , [3] , a message is encoded into a 'code-coset' c ∈ C/B (rather than a codeword), a word w in c is chosen randomly, and then w is sent over a channel that may be wiretapped.
An
and k = k 1 + k 2 − n. The rate of this pair, or of the quotient code 
We want a conjugate code pair (C 1 , C 2 ) such that both C 1 /C ⊥ 2 and C 2 /C ⊥ 1 are good. In this paper, the measure of goodness is the minimum distance of codes.
III. METRICS FOR QUOTIENT SPACES
To evaluate minimum distance, we use the metric naturally induced in a quotient space. For generality, we begin with spaces of the form V = Z/B, where B ≤ Z are finite additive groups. Given a non-negative function
x, y ∈ Z, (ii) W(x) = 0 if and only if x is zero, and (iii) W(x) = W(−x). We have the following lemma, which was mentioned in an expository paper of the present author [3, Appendix, A.3] .
Lemma 1: Given a function W on Z, define W B ( x) = min x∈ x W B (x) for x ∈ Z/B. Then, whichever of properties (i), (ii) and (iii) W has, W B inherits the same properties from W.
The easy proof omitted in [3] is included below. Proof of Lemma 1. Given x, y ∈ Z/B, let x and y attain the minimum of min x∈ x W( x) and that of min y∈ y W( y), respectively. Then,
where x + y = x + y ∈ Z/B. This prove the statement on (i). That on (ii) is trivial. To see that on (iii), it is enough to notice that when z runs through x = x + B, −z runs through
The lemma is, of course, applicable to the Hamming weight, denoted by w, on the direct sum F n of n copies of an additive group F. Namely, the quotient space F n /B is endowed with the weight w B , defined by w B ( x) = min x∈ x w(x) for x ∈ F n /B, and the distance d B (x, y) = w B (y − x). We write d B (C) for the minimum distance of a quotient code C/B. Namely,
where, for A ⊆ F n ,
IV. MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR CONCATENATED CODES
We will evaluate the minimum distances of
is the concatenated conjugate code pair made of inner code pairs (C
2 ), i = 1, . . . , N , over F q and an outer code pair (D 1 , D 2 ) over F q k [5] . For most part, we describe the argument only for L 1 /L ⊥ 2 , the other case being obvious by symmetry.
We recall how the quotient code L 1 /L ⊥ 2 was defined in [5] . In short, 
1 is the oneto-one linear map from F q k onto a set of coset representatives of
represented by the map
where
With the conjugate code pair 
Here, an underlying idea that has brought about the results of the present work is explained. The point is that both L 1 and L ⊥ 2 have the subspace C ⊥ 2 , and we encode no information into C ⊥ 2 . Namely, we encode a message into a 'code-coset
. This means there is no harm in dealing with the quotient space
, which is to be dealt with when the conventional concatenated codes are in question. This is possible because each space F
is endowed with the weight w C (i) 2
⊥ as described in Section III. Lemma 2: The minimum distance of the quotient code
Remark. From the proofs below, we see the
Proof 1. By symmetry, it is enough to show the first statement. We see this easily working with
′ , and the i-th symbol
Since
⊥ has Hamming weight not less than d 1 , we have the assertion in the lemma.
We can also prove the lemma without dealing directly with
. If x i is not zero, then y i is not zero and hence, w( (2)). Hence, we have the lemma.
V. BOUND ON MINIMUM DISTANCE

A. Geometric Goppa Codes for Outer Codes
We will seek for codes that exceed those in [8] or the non-CSS-type codes in [12] , [13] in minimum distance for some region.
We use codes over F q k , where q k = p m with some p prime and m even, obtained from function fields of many rational places (places of degree one) as outer codes. Specifically, we use a sequence of function fields F ν /F q k , ν = 1, 2, . . ., having genera g ν and at least N ν + 1 rational places such that [15] 
We put
We use this code as outer code D 2 , and assume D ⊥ 1 has a similar form. Specifically,
where G 1,ν = m 1 P ∞ for some integer m 1 , and
Here, L(G) = {x ∈ F ν | (x) ≥ −G} ∪ {0}, and (x) denotes the principal divisor of x (e.g., as in [16, p. 16] ). We assume
Then, the dimension of D 2 is
and that of D 1 is
The designed distance of D 2 is N ν − deg G 2,ν , and that of
B. The Bound
With an invariant inner [[n, k]] conjugate code pair (C 1 , C 2 ) fixed, we consider an asymptotic situation where K j ,ν /N ν approaches a fixed rate R j as ν goes to infinity (j = 1, 2).
the information rate of the outer quotient codes, is given by
Then, the overall rate of the concatenated conjugate code pair (L 1 , L 2 ) has the limit
If the quotient code C j /C ⊥ j , where 1 = 2 and 2 = 1, has minimum distance not smaller than d j , we can bound the
using Lemma 2 as follows:
by (6), and
by (7) . Note the asymptotic form of (5) is
It is expected that the best asymptotic bound will be obtained by requiring
′′ , where d ′ and d ′′ are the minimum distances of the outer codes as in Lemma 2. Thus, we equalize the bound in (10) with that in (11) , so that we have
Using this, (8) and (9), we can rewrite (10) and (11) as
for j = 1, 2. We summarize the above argument in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Let a number 0 ≤ R ≤ 1 be given. There exists a sequence of polynomially constructible
, and the supremum is taken over all
, and q k ≥ 9 is an even power of a prime.
Remarks. The polynomial constructibility of the sequence of conjugate code pairs, {(L 1,ν , L 2,ν )}, is to be understood as the existence of a polynomial algorithm to produce a generator matrix
polynomially (see Fig. 1 of [5] ; the conversion is done by calculating the inverse of an N o,ν × N o,ν matrix). Such a generator matrix G ν specifies an encoder of the quotient code
,ν , and a polynomial encoder of the corresponding quantum code [12] as well.
In our construction, the second Garcia-Stichtenoth tower of function fields was used [15] . See [17] for a polynomial algorithm to produce parity-check matrices of codes arising from the tower.
VI. CALCULABLE BOUNDS First, we remark Theorem 2 recovers the bound of [8] by restricting the inner codes in the following manner. Assume
n , and C 2 is the [n, k 2 = 2t + 1, d 2 = 1] code, i.e., F n q . Then, the substitution of the inner code parameters into (13) gives the following bound [8] :
Theorem 2 also implies the bound in [9, Theorem 3.6]. Namely, if we put n = k 1 = k 2 = d = 1 and
Thus, the bound in Theorem 2 is not worse than the bounds in (14) and (15) . We proceed to specifying an illustrative inner code pair, which results in a significant improvement.
Take two (not necessarily distinct) words
n and set C With this choice of the inner code pair, Theorem 2 immediately yields the following proposition, where we put t = k/2 = (n − 2)/2.
Proposition 1: Let a number 0 ≤ R ≤ 1 be given. There exists a sequence of polynomially constructible
Here, the supremum is taken over t such that q t ≥ 3 is a power of a prime.
VII. STEANE'S ENLARGEMENT OF CSS CODES
We digress to show that our approach also brings about an improvement on the known lower bound on the greatest minimum distance attainable by enlarged CSS codes [12] , [13] . Enlarged CSS codes are a class of quantum error-correcting codes proposed by Steane [18] . These can be viewed as enlargements of conjugate code pairs (L 1 , L 2 ) with L 1 = L 2 , and are defined as follows. The definition below is general in that it applies to any prime power q. The concatenation of two vectors u, v will be denoted by (u|v).
In
Namely, when the subspace is spanned by the rows of a full-rank matrix of the form G = ( G x | G z ), where G x and G z are (n + k) × n matrices, G x and G z must satisfy
for some (n − k) × 2n full-rank matrix H = (H x |H z ) such that span H ≤ span G, where 0 denotes the zero vector, and span A denotes the space spanned by the rows of A. The space span H is the dual of span G with respect to f sp . Such an (n+k)-dimensional subspace may be called an f spdual-containing code, but will be called an [[n, k]] symplectic code for simplicity in this paper. It is well-known that a symplectic code over a finite field represents the essential structure of the corresponding symplectic quantum code, which is defined in terms of a unitary projective representation of F 2n q , e.g., [19] , [20, Appendix A] . The minimum distance of a symplectic code generated by G = (G x |G z ) as above is 
where U and V are of full rank, and U is a generator matrix of C, and let M be a (K
Then, the code generated by
is a symplectic code [18] . We denote this code by S(W, M ).
(Formally, we allow M to be '0 × 0 matrix.' In this case, C = C ′ and S(W, M ) is the CSS code corresponding the conjugate code pair (C, C).)
Now suppose that xM = λx for any λ ∈ F q , i.e., that M is fixed-point-free when it acts on the projective space (F
, where x ∼ y if and only if y = λx for some λ ∈ F q . This is possible by Lemma 4 in Appendix II if the size K ′ −K of M is not less than 2. Such a choice of M results in a good symplectic code as the next lemma shows. This is a slight refinement of Theorem 1 of [18] .
Lemma 3: Assume we have an [N o , K o ] linear code C which contains its dual, C ⊥ ≤ C, and which can be enlarged to an
. Take a fullrank generator matrix W of C ′ having the form in (17) , where U is a generator matrix of C, and a fixed-point-free matrix
Corollary 1:
Under the assumptions of the lemma,
Corollary 2:
Remarks. The premise of the lemma implies
In Steane's original bound [18, Theorem 1], w(C \ {0}) and w(C ′ \ {0}) were used in place of d = w(C \ C ′⊥ ) and
, which is implicit in Steane's original proof, is the second generalized Hamming weight of C ′ as pointed out in [21] .
To prove Lemma 3 and corollaries, we should only examine the proof of Theorem 1 in [18] noting that we may assume H ′ , the generator matrix of C ′⊥ , is a submatrix of U (G in [18] ). In particular, if q = 2, this can be done without pain. A proof for the general prime power q is included in Appendix II.
In [12] , Steane's construction was applied to binary expansions of geometric Goppa codes
The binary expansion of a code D 1 over F q k denotes π 1 (D 1 ) with n = k and q = 2 in our notation (Section IV and [5] ), where the inner code is the trivial [[n, n]] code. They also assume π 1 = π 2 , which is possible by use of self-dual bases of F q k [5] . In [13] , it was observed how the bound in [12] increases if their geometric Goppa codes were replaced by another sequence of geometric Goppa codes that use almost all rational places of the underlying function fields.
In what follows, we establish a similar bound for the case where the
The main ingredient of the construction in [12] , [13] is a tower of codes
from some sequence of function fields F 1 , F 2 , · · · , such as given in [22] , and have the form
where A ν = P 1 + · · · + P N , P i are distinct rational places in F ν /F q k , and G, G ′ are divisors of F ν /F q k whose supports are disjoint with that of A ν . Put lim ν g ν /N =γ. The best possible case is thatγ = γ k if q k is a square as in Section V. The major difficulty of the construction resides in the constraint
In our construction, we apply Lemma 3 assuming
, where π 1 and C ⊥ 1 are as in [5, Section III] or in Section IV of the present paper. We also assume π 1 = π 2 . Since C 1 = C 2 , Theorem 1 implies
Namely, in the present case, the tower in (19) can be written as
Keeping in mind evaluating d B , rather than d, is enough for our purpose, one can calculate the bound almost the same way as in [12] , which leads to the next proposition. A proof may be found in Appendix II.
Proposition 2: Suppose either q is even or both q and k are odd. Assume further that we have an [[n, k, ≥ d]] conjugate code pair (C 1 , C 2 ) with C 1 = C 2 over F q , a sequence of function fields {F ν /F q k } and a sequence of positive integers {N ν } with N ν → ∞ (ν → ∞) satisfying the following three conditions for any R ′ > R ≥ 1/2. (i) For all large enough ν, we have N = N ν distinct rational places P 1 , · · · , P N in F ν /F q k , and divisors G = G ν and
Remark. The assumption that for any
. This, as well as the other two, is fulfilled, e.g., if the chosen outer codes are from [13] , [23] , [24] .
This recovers the bound in [12] by puttingγ = (γ
−1 , q = 2, n = k = 2m and d = 1, as well as that in [13] by puttingγ = γ k and using the same q, n, k, d.
If the inner code is the same as in Proposition 1, and the outer codes attainγ = γ 2t , where q = 2, the constructed
VIII. COMPARISONS
In this section, we will compare the bound in Proposition 1 with that in [8] for conjugate code pairs (CSS codes), and the bound (21) with that in [13] for enlarged CSS codes. Note that the codes in [13] exceed the original constructible quantum codes [12] everywhere in relative minimum distance.
Let a point (δ, R) be called attainable if we have a sequence of polynomially constructible
and lim ν N ν = ∞. Then, Proposition 1 states that the points in t≥3 M t is attainable, where
and
Note R = R t (δ) is merely a rewriting of
Hence, our bound is the upper boundary of the region t≥3 M t , which is the envelope formed by the collection of the straight lines R = R t (δ), t ≥ 3. Let δ t be the solution of R t (δ) = R t+1 (δ) for t = 3, 4, · · · , and let δ 2 be the solution of R 3 (δ) = 0. Then, the upper envelope is the broken lines obtained by connecting the points (δ t , R t+1 (δ t )), t = 2, 3, · · · . The four bounds to be compared below are all represented similarly as broken lines. For example, denoting by R CLX t the inverse of l CLX t defined in (14) , and using R CLX t in place of R t , we have the broken lines representing the bound in [8] .
These bounds are plotted in Fig. 1 . The improvement is clear from the figure. In fact, we can show the bound in Proposition 1 exceeds that in [8] for δ > δ * ≈ 0.00734, where δ * denotes the solution of R 8 (δ) = R CLX 7 (δ). Similarly, the bound for enlarged CSS codes in (21) exceeds that in [13] for δ > 2339/157480 ≈ 0.0149.
In the comparisons above, we have assumed q = 2. It was observed in [9] that the bound in (15) Bounds on the minimum distance of binary CSS and enlarged CSS codes. The plotted bounds are (a) the improved bound on the minimum distance of concatenated conjugate codes (CSS codes) in Proposition 1, (b) the bound attainable by the CSS codes of Chen, Ling and Xing [8] , (c) the Gilbert-Varshamov-type bound R = 1 − 2H 2 (δ) for CSS codes [1] , where H 2 is the binary entropy function, (d) the bound attainable by the enlarged CSS quantum codes in (21) , and (e) that in [13] .
the quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound in some range of R for q ≥ 19 2 , as the Tsfasman-Vlȃduţ-Zink bound is larger than the classical Gilbert-Varshamov bound for q ≥ 49. In [9, Theorem 3.8], they also presented the bound
which is attainable by non-symplectic quantum codes and improves slightly on the bound in (15) . The bound in Proposition 1 is sometimes better than R FLX2 (δ). For example, when 3 ≤ q ≤ 19, we have R 1 (δ) ≥ R FLX2 (δ) for any δ, which implies sup t R t (δ) ≥ R FLX2 (δ). Proposition 2 with
IX. SUMMARY AND REMARK
The minimum distance of concatenated conjugate codes was evaluated to demonstrate that this class contains codes superior to those previously known.
For the quotient codes C/B obtained by means of concatenation in this work, the minimum distance d B (C) = w(C \B) of C/B is significantly larger than the usual minimum distance w(C \ {0}) of C. In fact, B contains the space of the form 
APPENDIX I OTHER BOUNDS
A. Zyablov-type bound
In this section, we will prove a bound similar to the Zyablov bound (e.g., [25, 
where the maximum is taken over
is the inverse of the function H q defined by
for 0 < x ≤ (q − 1)/q and H q (0) = 0. Proof of (25) . This bound is achieved by the following concatenation of codes. We employ an inner conjugate code pair achieving the Gilbert-Varshamov-type bound [1] (also [26] and Section B below) and the [N,
Reed-Solomon (GRS) outer codes. Namely, the outer code pair (D 1 , D 2 ) is such that both D 1 and D 2 are GRS codes of the same dimension. We consider an asymptotic situation where both N and n go to infinity, R c = K 1 /N approaches a fixed rate R * c , and r c = k 1 /n = k 2 /n approaches a rate r * c . The inner conjugate code pairs (C 1 , C 2 ) are such 
Converting the rates R c → R * c and r c → r * c into those of quotient codes k/n → r and K/N → R by r * c = (r + 1)/2, which stems from k = k 1 + k 2 − n = 2k 1 − n, and R * c = (R + 1)/2, we have (25) for the concatenated conjugate codes of asymptotic rate R o .
B. Gilbert-Varshamov-type bound
We have remarked [26, p. 8310 ] that the Gilbert-Varshamovtype (GV) bound for conjugate codes (CSS codes), nonconstructible in general, follows from a more general bound on the spectrum of codes. We will give a proof of this remark in this section.
In [26] , [6] , it was shown that there exists a conjugate code pair consisting of an [n, r 1 n] code C 1 and an [n, r 2 n] code C 2 such that
for j = 1, 2, where P n (F q ) is the set of n-types and M Q (C) is the number of words having type Q in C (for preciseness, see [26] , [3] ), 1 = 2, 2 = 1, and a n is a positive number at most polynomial in n. The list of numbers (M Q (C)) Q∈Pn(Fq) may be called the spectrum, or P-spectrum, of C. From (26) and |T n Q | ≤ q nH(Q) , where H denotes the entropy, it immediately follows that M Q (C j \ C ⊥ j ) = 0 if 1 − r j − H(Q) − (log q a n )/n > 0. Hence, H(P y ) ≥ 1 − r j − (log q a n )/n for any word x ∈ C j \ C ⊥ j , where P y denotes the type of y. But H q (w(y)/n) ≥ H(P y ) for any y ∈ F n q if we extend H q by H q (x) = 1 for (q − 1)/q < x ≤ 1. Hence, we have H q (d j /n) ≥ 1 − r j − (log q a n )/n. Setting r 1 = r 2 , and denoting the rate of the conjugate code pair (C 1 , C 2 ) or the corresponding CSS code by r = r 1 + r 2 − 1, we have
This is the GV bound for CSS codes. Note what is often called the quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound has the form R = 1 − 2H q 2 (δ) and this is larger than the GV bound for CSS codes R = 1 − 2H q (δ).
APPENDIX II PROOFS FOR ENLARGED CSS CODES
A. Proof of Lemma 3
First, we show the existence of a needed fixed-point-free matrix. Note that a fixed-point-free matrix is a paraphrase of a matrix having no eigenvalue in F q .
Lemma 4: Let a(x) = x m − a m x m−1 · · · − a 2 x − a 1 be an irreducible polynomial over F q , where m ≥ 2. Then, the matrix
has no eigenvalue in F q .
Remark. Either M or its transpose M t is called the companion matrix of a(x).
Proof 1. The characteristic polynomial of M is a(x) itself as can be checked by a direct calculation. Hence, M has no eigenvalue in F q .
Proof 2. Let α be a root of a(x). Then, putting ϕ(ξ) = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m ) for ξ = ξ 1 +ξ 2 α+· · ·+ξ m α m−1 ∈ F q m , we have ϕ(α i )M = ϕ(α i+1 ) (see, e.g., [5, Appendix] ). But ϕ(α i ) ∼ ϕ(α j ) occurs only if α j−i is in the subfield F q of F q m , while α is not in F q . Hence, M is fixed-point-free, i.e., it has no eigenvalue in F q .
The following corollary is trivial. Corollary 3: For any prime q and m ≥ 2, there exists an m × m invertible matrix having no eigenvalue in F q .
Proof of Lemma 3 and its corollaries. We should only prove the bound on minimum distance since the other part of the proof of [18] is valid for any prime power q.
Denoting a generator matrix of C ′⊥ by H ′ , we may assume H ′ is a submatrix of the generator matrix U of C ⊥ . Then, since span H ≤ span G, we may assume
is a submatrix of the 'stabilizer' matrix H, as shown in [18] , and hence is a submatrix of G as well.
We consider w( [u, v] ) for x = (u|v) ∈ span G \ span H ′ , noting span H ′ = C ′⊥ ⊕ C ′⊥ . If no rows of (V |M V ) are involved in the generation of (u|v), then w([u, v]) ≥ d. Note, otherwise, u, v ∈ C ′ \ C ′⊥ and v = λu for any λ. Hence, we have the lemma. 
B. Proof of Proposition 2
In our construction, we apply Lemma 3 assuming the tower in (19) is that in (20) . Note dim C ⊥ 1 = (n − k)/2, which follows from that C 1 /C ⊥ 2 is an [[n, k]] quotient code and C 1 = C 2 , and hence,
Hence, the overall rate of the quantum code is Then, the analysis in Section V that leads to (10) and (11), which actually lower-bounds the minimum distance of the concatenation of C j /C ⊥ j and D j /{0} = D j , gives
where R, R ′ are the limits appearing in the condition (iii). Putting
we have min{δ, δ ′ (q + 1)/q} ≥ (q + 1)d (2q + 1)n (1 − 2γ − R ′′ ).
Then, noting (29) and
which imply
we see the overall rate of the quantum code satisfies 
which is a rewriting of R ≥ 1/2. (Given R o , put R ′′ = nR o /k and let (R, R ′ ) be the solution of (30); see also the remark to the proposition.)
Noting F q k has a self-dual basis over F q if and only if either q is even or both q and k are odd [27] (also [28, p. 75] for the statement only), we have the proposition.
